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Institutional Design and Federal Antitrust Enforcement Agencies: Renovation or Revolution?

BY MICHAEL S. MCFALLS1 

Institutional design, properly de!ned, both circumscribes and de!nes the practice of antitrust law in the United 
States. "e structure of antitrust law and enforcement in the United States re#ects so many disparate strands of 
political thought and expression that it seems almost impossible that it could function, much less cohere. But that 
very mixture of currents and cross-currents is quintessentially American—and keeps the importance of institutional 
design very much alive and signi!cant in U.S. antitrust law. And although fundamental reinvention is unlikely, 
incremental changes are both possible and desirable, particularly those within the discretion of the enforcement 
agencies themselves. Below, we discuss what kinds of changes may be useful for the enforcement agencies to consider.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Institutional design is a term that would seem completely irrelevant to most practitioners who make their 
living in antitrust law in the United States. For many, it is a topic con!ned to academic circles (at least in the 
United States), a craft applied to many countries whose borders or governmental structure did not exist when 
the Sherman Act (and, in many cases, the Clayton Act) emerged, and a possibility whose moment has passed 
in a country with a dysfunctional legislative branch and a conservative judiciary.2

 
 But institutional design, properly de!ned, both circumscribes and de!nes the practice of antitrust law in 
the United States. "e structure of antitrust law and enforcement in the United States re#ects so many disparate 
strands of political thought and expression that it seems almost impossible that it could function, much less 
cohere. But that very mixture of currents and cross-currents is quintessentially American.

 At the center of the antitrust enterprise in the United States are the Sherman Act and Clayton Act, 
which are wonderfully broad, terse statutes that confer substantial enforcement discretion on the executive 
branch. "e existence of two federal enforcement agencies (the Antitrust Division of the Department of 
Justice (“DOJ”) and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)) re#ects the modern progressive belief in expert 
agencies (hence the existence of the FTC) and the desire to avoid making enforcement of the antitrust laws at 
the DOJ captive to the political party resident in the White House (which oversees the Department of Justice) 
or to the current bent of the federal judiciary.

 Private attorneys general, as well as state attorneys 
general, (“AGs”) also provide an additional safeguard against a 
lack of aggressive enforcement or scarce enforcement resources. 
"e legislature cannot force executive branches or independent 
agencies to enforce their antitrust laws, but it can and does 
allow private parties and state AGs to pick up any slack during 
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eras where the executive agencies may opt to be less active. And at the very top of the antitrust pyramid is 
the federal judiciary, which provides the same constraint on overreach—whether by private or governmental 
plainti!s—that it is supposed to provide in other aspects of our daily lives.

 More importantly, institutional design, appropriately imagined, is a continuing organic process that 
encompasses not only the structural parameters of U.S. antitrust law but also the internal machinery of U.S. 
enforcement agencies. Here, we depart from fundamental aspects of design, de"ned by Congress and bounded 
by the judiciary, to decisions within the discretion of the enforcement agencies. In some respects, and in some 
eras, the agencies have dramatically expanded their authority beyond what many believed were appropriate 
boundaries. In other instances, the agencies have acted to protect the integrity of their investigational and 
enforcement processes by reducing unnecessary burdens, re"ning and publicizing evolving standards for 

enforcement, and otherwise refusing to exercise the maximum 
extent of their substantive or procedural authority even when 
convenient to do otherwise. #e sta!s of the agencies exercise 
this sort of discretion every single day, applying far more 
sophisticated standards to their investigations and reducing 
unnecessary procedural burdens on parties even when a matter 
becomes adversarial.

 In this light, institutional design is very much alive and important in U.S. antitrust law. And although 
fundamental reinvention is unlikely, incremental changes are both possible and desirable, particularly those 
within the discretion of the enforcement agencies themselves. Further progress can and should be made.  

 Below, I discuss what kinds of changes may be useful for the enforcement agencies to consider. First, I 
identify central objectives for antitrust enforcement agencies. Second, I examine whether and how the agencies 
have achieved these objectives in the merger review process, and what changes may allow them to enhance 
their performance in meeting the central objectives that we identify. #ird, I compare agency performance 
in the civil non-merger context, and explain how the FTC could enhance its speed and impact by doing less 
and trusting the federal judiciary to do more. I also address why these changes would not render either of the 
agencies irrelevant, and why they do not require or justify fundamental reallocations of authority between the 
DOJ and FTC.

 A "nal section discusses how and why the federal antitrust enforcement agencies should enjoy at 
least equal footing with sister federal agencies with respect to 
competition issues. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has gone 
in precisely the opposite direction without any justi"cation. 
Perhaps more frequent self-restraint at the antitrust agencies 
would lead the Supreme Court to restore balance between 
the antitrust agencies and other authorities with respect to 
authority over competition issues. In the interim, the 
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enforcement agencies can and will continue to develop relationships which will protect and advance the values 
of competition in other parts of the federal government.

II.  IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES FOR ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

A full discussion of the objectives of antitrust enforcement agencies (and antitrust law itself ) is obviously 
beyond the scope of this article. But a quick discussion of important enforcement agency objectives is essential 
before evaluating agency performance, analyzing the impact of structure on performance, and recommending 
revisions in design.

 !e most important aspect of agency performance is accuracy. !e agencies have a substantial 
independent incentive to select cases appropriately, particularly when resources are scarce. But the full array 
of non-pecuniary incentives for agencies and sta"ers can produce results that are just as biased as decision-
making based solely on economic self-interest. 

 Judicial review (based on a balanced, adversarial process) is ultimately the most important guarantor 
that agencies will select their cases appropriately. All are aware that courts occasionally produce opinions that 
fall well short of the mark. But more often than not, this is the result of poor advocacy, not poor judgment. 
!e question is not whether the agencies have more expertise than judges, or fewer economic incentives than 

their private adversaries. One could say the same with respect 
to multiple aspects of law enforcement and regulation. !e 
question is whether the agencies can show that the outcome 

they seek —whether criminal, civil, or equitable—is supported by evidence reviewed by an independent 
federal judge with life tenure. Limitations on judicial review and authority marginally increase the likelihood 
of agency overreach.

 Another important dimension of agency performance is doctrinal #exibility. !is not only enables agencies 
to limit their own case selection appropriately, but also to expand the range of tools to use in investigations and 
enforcement. !ere is very little in the way of institutional design that can directly enhance the ability of the 
agencies to encourage and use novel legal and economic thinking in their activities. But the adversarial nature 
of the litigation process, coupled with judicial review and supremacy, creates an important incentive for the 
agencies to $nd appropriate vehicles for challenging the doctrinal status quo. Again, more judicial review, not 
less judicial review, is likely to enhance the ability of the agencies to respond to new issues and thinking.

 A third important dimension of agency performance 
is legitimacy, which also includes factors like transparency, 
consistency, and self-restraint. Even when agencies are arriving 
at more accurate or innovative outcomes, their decisions may 
lack appropriate legitimacy or impact if they are unclear, 
misunderstood, easily distinguishable, inapplicable to other 
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cases, or the result of coercive tactics or circumstances. !e 
enforcement agencies have understood for years that their 
ability to have an impact on the business community can 
depend signi"cantly on the perceived legitimacy of their 

decision-making. Unfortunately, traditional institutional design can have very little impact on legitimacy 
without subjecting multiple sta# decisions to judicial review (even though many today are not even subject to 
review by agency management). !e ability of the agencies to achieve these objectives depends largely on their 
willingness to implement controls that may serve their longer-term interests while compromising shorter-term 
objectives.
 
 A fourth important dimension is e$ciency—arriving at good decisions in a manner that avoids 
unnecessary delay and cost. Up to a point, e$ciency and accuracy can coexist as objectives. But those who 
would complain about the cost of investigations and litigation should consider the alternative—per se rules 
against potentially ambiguous conduct, presumptions against mergers that may be benign, and a considerably 
slower growth in our understanding of how competition truly works. !e real problems in the U.S. system 
arise when the agencies impose signi"cant costs and delays without producing good or accurate results, or 
when they obtain results by imposing greater costs in an e#ort that avoids judicial review.

III.  FEDERAL ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT: MERGER REVIEW

!e U.S. merger review process is a product of a %awed structural design and remarkable institutional 
adaptation. Merger review rests on four fundamental pillars: 

1. Section 7 of the Clayton Act, passed in 1950, sets the substantive standard by permitting challenges 
to mergers and acquisitions that may substantially reduce competition. !is facilitates challenges to 
deals even before they have actually resulted in anticompetitive e#ects.3

2. !e Supreme Court decision in United States vs. General Dynamics4 underscored the importance 
of analyzing the importance not only of evaluating what would be likely to happen in the future as a 
result of the deal, but also of comparing the deal’s potential impact with what would have happened 
absent the acquisition. !is focus on the but-for world substantially increases the complexity and 
richness of merger review.

3. !e Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, which requires companies involved in deals that meet certain 
thresholds to obtain agency review and approval before closing. !e agencies have substantial 
discretion to issue requests for additional information before letting certain potentially problematic 
deals close, which gives them extraordinary leverage in public-company deals.

4. Judicial review, as the agencies must pursue preliminary injunctive relief from an independent 
federal court if they have chosen to challenge mergers after a request for additional information.
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 !e "aws in the design are obvious: (1) the existence 
of two enforcement agencies compel the agencies to allocate 
matters, industries, and/or enforcement responsibilities; (2) 
the ability to issue Second Requests without any meaningful 
judicial constraint confers extraordinary leverage on the 
enforcement agencies to delay or kill deals; and (3) preliminary 
injunction trials after a Second Request do not make sense if 
con#ned to market de#nition and market shares.

 Fortunately, the enforcement agencies have, for the most part, adapted extraordinarily well to the pre-
merger system. !ey have allocated industries in a manner that makes sense. !ey have devised a system for 
clearing transactions that cross categories over which each has principal enforcement responsibility. !eir sta$s 
have accumulated expertise in particular industries, demonstrated "exibility in negotiating Second Requests, 
and structured remedies that resolve competitive problems short of litigation or full-stop injunctions. Most 
signi#cantly, the agencies have formulated and revised guidelines for horizontal mergers that re"ect increasing 
sophistication well beyond what traditional antitrust law has required.5

 
 !e increasing substantive sophistication of the enforcement agencies is attributable largely to the legal 
requirement of obtaining injunctive relief from independent federal courts. While sometimes criticized for 
implausible market de#nitions,6 the agencies have also o$ered greater quantitative sophistication (in the form 
of economic data and analysis) and more qualitative richness (with better and deeper interpretation of ordinary-
course documents).7 When chided for facile presumptions based on share and concentration, the agencies 
responded with richer variations of competitive e$ects analysis, based on unilateral theories of harm and more 
sophisticated models of coordinated interaction.8 When rejected for burden-shifting on issues like entry and 
e%ciencies,9 the agencies responded with their own evidence on why entry or e%ciencies would not be su%cient 
to deter or reverse anticompetitive e$ects.10 

 !e best example of how judicial review has dramatically improved agency performance is in the 
hospital merger context. Only after the agencies lost seven consecutive hospital mergers in federal court did 
the FTC reconsider its approach to litigating them. Using important doctrinal innovations from leading 
health care and antitrust economists, agency sta$ retooled and began challenging transactions with a di$erent 

approach to geographic market de#nition and competitive 
e$ects analysis. !e most recent litigated hospital merger 
challenges against Promedica,11 OSF,12  Phoebe Putney,13 and 
St. Luke’s14 re"ect a substantially more modern and persuasive 
approach to challenging hospital mergers, each with a di$erent 
"avor of enforcement. Not surprisingly, the agencies have 
prevailed in every one of these challenges. With greater 
sophistication has come impressive exercises of prosecutorial 
discretion, with the agencies closing investigations in a number 
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of relatively high-pro!le transactions at the same time that they were expanding their credibility with victories 
across the full spectrum of enforcement theories.15 "us, although there remain a number of open, legitimate 
questions about speci!c aspects of the Commission’s hospital merger enforcement program.

 Other areas of merger enforcement could bene!t from comparable litigation e#orts. In the 
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and life sciences space, the FTC sta# has done an extraordinarily good job 
of articulating and applying evolving theories of potential anticompetitive e#ects. But there is no doubt 
that the crucible of litigation would provide additional public bene!ts in this context, either legitimizing 
or circumscribing some of the agency’s more aggressive enforcement e#orts. "e FTC has not retreated or 
ducked these challenges, going to court in cases like !oratec/Heartware16  and Lundbeck.17  But in !oratec, 
the parties abandoned a transaction that would almost certainly be enjoined, and in Lundbeck, the district 
court and appellate court did not deal with antitrust issues with a steady or credible hand. "e answer to poor 
or disappointing judicial decisions is to litigate more, not less, at least in appropriate cases. Unfortunately, 
the vast majority of pharmaceutical and medical device transactions raising any signi!cant antitrust issues are 
resolved with surgical divestitures with little or no impact on the underlying transaction.

 "is phenomenon is not unique to life sciences deals—many transactions raise issues relating to 
only a small portion of the deal, imposing delay on parties, and uncertainty for all a#ected parties, including 
employees, suppliers, and customers. At the end of this protracted period of review, the parties often settle to 
avoid still further delay, regardless of the underlying merits. 

 "e increasing frequency of quick consents in arguably marginal circumstances has led to much 
grousing in the private bar about the increasingly regulatory nature of federal antitrust enforcement (in 
contrast to a law enforcement model).18 Although the agencies are making better and more informed decisions 
based on the documents, data, and information obtained from Second Requests, they can use their leverage to 
force consents and remedies without e#ective judicial review. Transparency of merger best e#orts provisions, 

the amount of time required to get through the Second Request 
and litigation processes, and the insigni!cant portion of overlap 
in multiple public company deals confer so much leverage to 
the enforcement agencies that judicial review is sometimes not 
a meaningful alternative. When judicial review is no longer a 
meaningful alternative, the agency—particularly sta#—acts 
without fear of constraint.

 "us, although courts have a positive impact as a constraint on agency overreach, the HSR process 
itself may confer too much leverage to ensure that judicial review and constraint is as meaningful as it could 
be. What could be done to make review more meaningful while retaining the bene!ts of broader discovery 
and more sophisticated analysis?

 First, the agencies themselves could impose more limits on their initial investigations, requiring their 
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sta!s to request documents from fewer custodians and less data. Although they have done this before,19 they 
could agree to go still further. For example, in exchange for more limited production obligations, parties 
could agree not to use other information, data, and documents that are not provided to sta!. After one month 
of HSR review parties could pull and re"le, and could spend the second month collecting and producing 
documents and data for a quick look Second Request #e sta! would take an additional four to six weeks to 
review the material, then give the Commission and DOJ two weeks to decide whether to pursue injunctive 
relief. Parties agreeing to a track like this would proceed directly to district court, litigating preliminary relief 
on a very basic record with limited testimony. Both district and appellate court review of agency action would 
be more likely to occur in multiple cases.

 Second, agencies and the courts could accelerate the timetable for merger litigation. During the initial 
investigation, and after their recommendations to pursue preliminary injunctive relief, the agencies could and 
should share their discovery with private parties. #is would not only reduce the amount of time that parties must 
spend in discovery during preliminary injunction litigation, but would also increase the accuracy and legitimacy 
of agency decision-making. Unilateral, asymmetric discovery 
may have justi"cations during the bulk of an investigation, but 
once the agency sta! have indicated a desire to pursue injunctive 
relief, they should be obliged to share discovery to the same 
extent they would be required to disclose their evidence in federal 
litigation. #is avoids one of two extremes—that sta! exaggerates 
the power of their evidence in engaging with the parties, or that 
parties systematically underestimate the weight and force of sta!’s evidence. 

 #ird, the federal courts should be the "nal word on these issues, regardless of whether the DOJ or the 
FTC brings the case. #e FTC should return to its traditional position that it does not have a lower standard 
for obtaining preliminary injunctive relief than the DOJ, even if it is correct that it may be entitled to receive 
injunctive relief under a lower standard. Here’s why:

1. #e Commission’s aggressive pursuit of a lower standard creates a preposterous divergence in the 
treatment of mergers depending on whether parties, industries, or matters belong to the DOJ or 
FTC under their clearance agreement.20 #is undermines the legitimacy of FTC actions, particularly 
consent decrees obtained through inappropriate leverage gained from the unabashed exercise of 
maximum prosecutorial power.21

  
2. #is lower standard is based on a fundamentally $awed premise that the FTC’s expertise is greater 
or necessary for adjudicating merger cases. Many would argue that there is plenty of evidence to 
the contrary. Moreover, if the Commission’s expertise cannot be duplicated by DOJ, why is DOJ 
reviewing any mergers?

3. #e related positions that the FTC has begun to take in these cases—that it need not settle on 
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relevant market de!nitions, and that it need not o"er substantial evidence of anticompetitive e"ect—
are impossible to reconcile with either the extraordinary amount of discovery that the agency has 
already enjoyed in its investigation and the alleged expertise that would justify judicial deference to its 
allegedly superior adjudicative capabilities. Notably, this injunctive authority under 13(b) arose before 
the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, which already essentially confers almost unlimited power on the agencies 
to enjoin a transaction while they investigate it. 
 

 Other actions and statements from the FTC are also #atly 
inconsistent with the broad and lengthy discovery that the 
agencies undertake during Second Request review. For example, 
some at the Commission continue to use a threshold for 
authorizing complaints that is far too low given the information 
at its disposal—whether there is “reason to believe” that the 
transaction or behavior may violate antitrust law. In the merger 
context, this is a proper standard for determining whether a 
Second Request is appropriate, not whether the pursuit of an 

injunction is appropriate. Similarly, the continuing use of market shares and related presumptions is not only 
inconsistent with how the agencies internally evaluate most transactions, but also grossly inappropriate in light 
of the discovery the agency obtains in Second Requests.

 $e desire to win is understandable for all of us. So too is the impulse for an agency to assert the full 
extent of powers when so many assert so con!dently that their legal powers fall well short of their exercise. But 
even if we agree that an exercise of power is permitted, we need not agree that it is appropriate or prudent. 

Bypassing federal judicial review, or limiting it to issues decided 
by the Supreme Court over 50 years ago,22  does nothing more 
than validate the most extreme criticisms of the merger review 
process and the enforcement agencies. Further these actions 
cast a long, unfortunate shadow over an extraordinary e"ort 
by hundreds of people at both agencies to make a horribly 

designed structure relatively e%cient, sophisticated, and even dynamic.23 

 $us, the FTC should join the DOJ in seeking injunctive relief in federal court on an aggressive 
timetable consistent with the extraordinary amount of discovery that sta"s obtain through the HSR process. 
Moreover, they should not try to circumvent judicial review any further or di"erently by suggesting they bear 
anything less than a burden of showing that the merger is more likely than not to reduce competition in a 
relevant market.

 References to incipiency are irrelevant in the HSR era: all HSR-related merger review occurs before 
transactions result in anticompetitive e"ects. And the fact that the courts do not require the agencies to prove 
potential anticompetitive e"ects with certainty does not mean that mere possibilities should su%ce.  
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 !e agencies should prove that anticompetitive e"ects are at least reasonably probable, which, under 
any reasonable interpretation of the Clayton Act in the HSR era, must mean more likely than not. 

IV.  CIVIL NONMERGER ENFORCEMENT

!e structure of civil non-merger enforcement in the United States bears some super#cial similarities to the 
merger enforcement structure. Two federal antitrust agencies share enforcement responsibilities and generally 
allocate oversight of particular industries (and in some cases, 
companies) to either agency depending on their traditional 
focus and sta" expertise (which now parallels the division 
to which the agencies agreed for merger enforcement). Each 
enforces Section 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act, and theoretically 
is able to enforce the Robinson-Patman Act and Section 3 of 
the Clayton Act.

 !ere are, however, signi#cant di"erences between the merger and civil non-merger enforcement regimes. 
First, private plainti"s assume a far more important role in the 
number, nature, and importance of challenges under Section 1 
of the Sherman Act. Absent leadership from the agencies, the 
development of Sherman Act jurisprudence can arise in contexts 
that may have little to do with preserving consumer welfare, and 
can be brought by private parties and attorneys whose expertise 

is often inferior to agency lawyers and whose incentives may lead to challenges in cases with no merit. !is has 
led federal courts to be skeptical not only of private antitrust challenges, but of antitrust law itself, with dramatic 
adverse consequences for the development of sound antitrust law and the ability of the agencies to conduct their 
core mission vis-à-vis other federal and state governmental entities.

 Second, in non-merger areas, the agencies often lack the leverage provided by the waiting period 
requirements of the HSR regime. Private parties are better positioned to resist overbroad information requests, 
and delay compliance with agency requests. !is can signi#cantly delay agency non-merger investigations and 
challenges, perhaps even rendering agency action moot. !is also increases the importance of private plainti"s 
in the solution of distinct antitrust issues, as they are often more willing than agencies to commence legal 
proceedings without full or even marginal visibility into the facts underlying their case.

 !ird, the statutory structure for federal agency enforcement provides a potentially more expansive 
role for the FTC to develop civil non-merger antitrust law. Historically, increasing congressional frustration 
with DOJ’s incentive and ability to prosecute antitrust challenges under the Sherman Act, coupled with 
extraordinary optimism about the ability of an independent agency to become an e"ective prosecutor and 
adjudicator of antitrust issues, led to the creation of the FTC itself.25 Armed with a variety of investigative 
powers and adjudicative responsibilities, the FTC can seek to go beyond the Sherman Act in challenging 
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particular species of business practices, notably under Section 5 of the FTC Act. It also enjoys substantial 
home court advantages in making sure that its view of the law becomes the law of the land.

 Finally, judicial review is a far more meaningful option in the non-merger context, substantially 
increasing the legitimacy of federal enforcement actions in two important respects. First, when parties settle 
despite the ability to obtain judicial review of their behavior, the consent in non-merger contexts is more 
likely to re!ect a realistic appraisal of underlying merits. "at is especially true when the agencies do not seek 
monetary relief. Second, when the agencies prevail, they often 
obtain opinions that vindicate their views of the law, and are far 
less distinguishable than opinions in the merger context, which 
are generally more driven by facts and often sui generis.

 As with the federal merger review system, no legislation is required to improve federal antitrust 
enforcement in the civil non-merger context. "e agencies have all the tools required to perform e#ectively, 
and private parties have su$cient access to judicial review to ensure adequate protection against any potential 
overreach by the agencies. "e primary question that the agencies face is how to improve their selection of 
investigations, as well as their pace, which would conserve resources, enhance their ability to litigate a broader 
array of non-merger issues, and make relief more timely and meaningful in those cases where enforcement is 
appropriate.

 More e#ective non-merger enforcement would enhance 
the leadership of the agencies in developing antitrust law. It 
could also limit the substantial collateral damage that private 
antitrust litigation causes to the agencies in their e#orts not only 
to enforce the Sherman Act in courts, but also to advance the competition mission with other federal authorities 
and state governments.

V.  THE RECENT DOJ CIVIL NON-MERGER ENFORCEMENT RECORD

Below, we evaluate the performance of both the DOJ and the FTC over the past 15 years. "e demonstrable 
success of DOJ in bringing a variety of enforcement actions under both Section 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act 
raises substantial questions about whether the FTC requires greater authority to achieve e#ective enforcement 
outcomes. Indeed, the FTC’s record in several crucial areas of competition law and policy suggests, ironically, 
that exercising greater authority has substantially undermined the e#ectiveness of its e#orts. Contrary to 
the view of some commentators, the FTC has acted consistently with its statutory mandate, and its failure 
to achieve timely, meaningful, or pervasive impact in cases involving standard-setting deception and Hatch-
Waxman settlements should lead the agency to consider whether it should make its enforcement process leaner 
and more agile.

 "e DOJ has had a remarkable level of success across industries and issues over the past 15 years. 
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No discussion of contemporary antitrust enforcement is 
complete without an examination of the DOJ’s case against 
Microsoft. What began as an attempt to enforce a consent 
decree blossomed into a full-blown Section 2 case that involved 
almost every conceivable issue that can arise in a Sherman Act 
proceeding. At the end, the case produced one of the great 
modern opinions in antitrust law,26 involving one of the most 
important companies in the world, in a case that any business 

would ignore only at their own peril. !e commercial impact of the case and remedy was immense;27 the legal 
impact of e"ective enforcement went well beyond the defendant itself. Arguably, the most extraordinary aspect 
of the case was its rapidity through every aspect of the antitrust enforcement system. !e DOJ was able to 
achieve an important public bene#t, principally in the form of validation from an en banc panel of the D.C. 
Circuit. 

 Microsoft is important. And the application of traditional antitrust principles to a relatively novel 
technological context made the case complicated. Nevertheless, the DOJ’s achievement in Microsoft is one of 
many in the past 15 years. Other crucial enforcement e"orts include the following:

• !e DOJ’s successful challenge to VISA and MasterCard rules prohibiting members from issuing 
cards with other credit card networks.28

 
• !e DOJ’s traditional challenge to Dentsply’s exclusive agreements, vindicated in the !ird Circuit.29

 
• !e DOJ’s innovative (although unsuccessful) e"orts to challenge above-cost pricing by American 
Airlines that allegedly impaired the e"orts of new entrants to compete.30 
• !e DOJ’s challenge to swap agreements involving the Village Voice and independent weeklies, a 
traditional horizontal restraints case in the context of acquisitions.31

 
• !e DOJ’s successful, widespread investigation into no-poach agreements among Silicon Valley 
employers.32

 
• !e DOJ’s rapid, (thus far) successful, and politically unpopular challenge to Apple’s agreements 
with book publishers.33

 
• !e DOJ’s innovative, swift, and e"ective challenges to agreements between Verizon and cable 
companies, which would have reduced the incentive of Verizon and cable companies to compete more 
vigorously against each other.34

 
• !e DOJs ongoing challenges to vertical agreements between merchants and payment systems 
allegedly reducing horizontal interbrand competition.35 

THE ABILITY OF THE DOJ TO PROSECUTE 
THESE INVESTIGATIONS AND 

CHALLENGES UNDER THE SHERMAN 
ACT SUGGEST THAT THERE ARE NO 
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BUSINESS PRACTICES
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 Very few of these challenges involve conventional antitrust theories—arguably only the Dentsply, Village 
Voice, and Apple cases !t traditional antitrust molds. And in those cases, the DOJ moved rapidly and e"ectively to 
obtain timely relief. In Apple, the DOJ confronted and overcome substantial cross-currents. Other cases involved 
novel enforcement theories or the application of more traditional antitrust standards to very complicated facts. 
#e ability of the DOJ to prosecute these investigations and challenges under the Sherman Act suggest that 
there are no substantial legal impediments to bringing challenges based on novel legal theories or novel business 
practices.

VI.  THE FTC RECORD

Despite considerably more tools at its disposal, the FTC’s civil non-merger enforcement record over the past 
15 years is comparatively lackluster. To be sure, there have been important, successful enforcement e"orts in 
a number of areas—real estate, state action immunity, and petitioning immunity. But despite the e"orts of 
many dedicated employees, the FTC has faced substantial di$culty in shaking its historical reputation as a 
disappointment in its non-merger enforcement e"orts.

 First, the FTC still sometimes pursues marginal cases involving small or low-pro!le defendants or 
matters where enforcement will have little or no impact on courts or the business community.36 Even when 
the defendants are higher-pro!le, the commercial impact and legal signi!cance of the action can be painfully 
small. In the !ree Tenors,37  the FTC successfully applied the Quick Look to a restriction on competitive sales 
of an older recording in connection with the joint production and sale of a new recording. #e D.C. Circuit 
usefully a$rmed, and added yet another decision scaling back the free-rider defense in horizontal restraint 
cases.38 But how much did the Commission spend in time and resources reminding the antitrust bar and 
business community that this sort of restriction was not permissible, and what else might the Commission 
have done with the resources?

 Second, even the victories in North Texas Physicians,39  RealComp,40  and North Carolina Dental41 took 
so long, and involved facts so convoluted, that they have had limited impact on areas of law or the economy 
in which they could and should have had greater impact.  (Because the Supreme Court will review the North 
Carolina Dental decision, its impact could become more signi!cant.)  Moreover, it is very di$cult to see how 
Part III adjudication is necessary in these cases. District and federal appellate courts can easily apply the Quick 
Look—indeed, federal courts did so in the release estate sector in 1980—in a case brought by the DOJ.42 If 

anything, the Quick Look should be easier for district courts 
to apply than the rule of reason. #e substantial expenditure 
of limited resources on Part III matters does not make much 
sense to outsiders in these contexts. And when one contrasts 
these cases with the DOJ challenges in the payment system 
cases, or the Verizon-cable-company agreements, the small legal 
and commercial impact of these expensive FTC enforcement 
actions becomes even more evident.

THIRD, EVEN WHEN THE STAKES 
HAVE BEEN MORE SIGNIFICANT, AND 

THE CONTEXT MORE APPROPRIATE 
FOR PART III AND SECTION 5, THE 

FTC’S ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS WERE 
NOT SUFFICIENTLY QUICK OR WELL-

DEVELOPED TO BE EFFECTIVE
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 !ird, even when the stakes have been more signi"cant, 
and the context more appropriate for Part III and Section 
5, the FTC’s enforcement e#orts were not su$ciently quick 
or well-developed to be e#ective. In Rambus,43  the FTC 
took nine years to investigate and challenge standard-setting 
practices of a single defendant before a single standard-setting body from 1991 to 1996. Multiple parties were 
already challenging the validity and enforceability of Rambus patents. Nevertheless, the FTC continued to 
press the enforcement action through protracted administrative litigation, which predictably ended in long 
opinions resulting in the Commission’s "nding of liability after signi"cant periods of time. !e D.C. Circuit 
understandably rejected the Commission’s "ndings, holding that the Commission, like any other plainti#, 
should demonstrate that the allegedly illegal conduct actually resulted in anticompetitive e#ects, a position all 
the more legitimate in light of the years of investigation and litigation that had preceded appellate argument.44

  
 Fourth, even when the FTC has obtained favorable settlements, it has lost substantial public bene"ts 
resulting from litigation. In two challenges involving Intel,45 the FTC took aggressive positions on bundled 
pricing, unilateral refusals to deal, and allegedly unlawful product design. Although the defendants was 
obviously a high-pro"le target, the inability or willingness of the FTC to achieve its objectives through the 
judicial process undermined the impact and perceived legitimacy of these enforcement actions. Few antitrust 
lawyers are parsing the consent decrees in these cases for meaningful guideposts when advising leading 
companies. DOJ, by contrast, used enforcement actions against Microsoft and Apple to rea$rm important 
principles of antitrust law in novel factual contexts, articulating legal principles clearly, concisely, rapidly, and, 
in the view of the courts thus far, correctly.

 Fifth, in an area where the FTC has invested the greatest amount of resources, it has won a battle but 
ultimately lost a war. In 1998, the FTC began investigating Hatch-Waxman settlement agreements.  For a 
variety of reasons, the FTC moved slowly, eventually entering consent decrees in both cases.46

  
 After settling the "rst two sets of agreements that it investigated, the FTC subsequently challenged a 
set of agreements between Schering-Plough and generic companies involving K-Dur.47 !ough the FTC did 
not apply the label of per se illegality to the arrangement, the opinion appeared to outsiders to take precisely 
that position. Taking advantage of their ability to choose their appellate court, the defendants selected the 
Eleventh Circuit, which had already ruled in an earlier appeal in private litigation that settlements within 
the scope of the patents at issue were presumptively lawful. Not surprisingly, the Eleventh Circuit showed 
no deference to the FTC’s view of facts or law, and reversed.48 !e FTC watched as the Second and Federal 
Circuits reached similar results.49 
 
 In 2008, the FTC renewed its enforcement e#orts in a challenge to Cephalon’s settlements with 
four generic companies involving Provigil, going directly to district court.50 Separately, the FTC challenged 
agreements between Solvay with generic companies involving Andro-Gel in district court. !ese were 

UNFORTUNATELY, THE QUALITY OF 
THE DECISION DID NOT JUSTIFY THE 
TIME AND RESOURCES REQUIRED TO 
PRODUCE IT
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transparent attempts to create circuit splits to expedite Supreme Court review of the issue.

 Eventually, the strategy bore fruit. !e Supreme Court took the Andro-Gel case and reversed.51 
Unfortunately, the quality of the decision did not justify the time and resources required to produce it. !e 
Supreme Court rejected the extreme position that any patent settlement within the nominal exclusionary 
scope of the patents-in-suit would be lawful. But it did not articulate any meaningful guidance on how lower 
courts should evaluate the impact of a settlement.52 !us, 16 years after the FTC began its enforcement 
e"orts, we #nally have a Supreme Court decision, but it is not useful for other cases, resulted from FTC action 
in district court (not Part III), and is not based on Section 5. It is hard to imagine that the DOJ could have 

done less simply using Sherman Act authority in district court. 
Indeed, more than a year after the Supreme Court decision, 
the FTC continues to litigate Cephalon in district court, now 
pressing for restitution while private plainti"s press for treble 
damages.

 Although the FTC felt vindicated by the Actavis decision, it should step back and seriously consider 
whether its textbook approach to investigation and prosecution served the public interest. !is is not to 
second-guess the actual decisions the FTC actually made. Each step—settling the initial cases, collecting 
information and issuing reports, litigating in Part III, and pursuing challenges in federal court to avoid 
appellate forum-shopping and create circuit splits—made perfect legal sense and was a sound public 
policy decision. Cumulatively, however, the amount of time and resources required to obtain such a largely 
ambiguous opinion with little guidance for future cases seriously raises questions about whether the FTC 
should continue to press ahead with the protracted Part III litigation process.

 Speculation about the feasibility or speed of an 
alternative course is unnecessary. Right when the FTC began 
its investigations, it was commencing a challenge in federal 
court to exclusive agreements that Mylan reached with active 
pharmaceutical ingredient suppliers, which enabled Mylan to 
corner three separate generic pharmaceutical markets and raise 
the prices of all three substantially.  !e FTC investigated the 
case rapidly, and went straight to district court to obtain rapid 
injunctive and other equitable relief.

 !ere is no reason that the FTC could not pursue precisely the same kind of challenges in other cases 
going forward. Moreover, given the $exibility that courts have shown in DOJ’s challenges under the Sherman 
Act, there is no obvious reason why the FTC must or should use authority under Section 5 as an independent 
source of doctrinal authority.

 !e FTC should also continue its e"orts to guide the development of non-merger law in its amicus 

PERHAPS THE MOST SUBSTANTIAL 
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ANTITRUST AGENCY PERFORMANCE 
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GOVERNMENT 
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e!orts. In fact, one of the most e!ective enforcement victories over the past 15 years resulted from amicus 
e!orts in private litigation,54 followed by advocacy before the Federal Drug Administration (“FDA”)55 and in 
favor of legislative reform.  In the Orange Book listing cases, the FTC identi"ed potential weaknesses in the 
FDA patent noti"cation system, which undermined the integrity of that process in several notable instances 
while also permitting branded "rms to exclude competition that might otherwise have occurred. Broader 
amicus e!orts, along with more e!ective collaboration with sister agencies, may enable the Commission to 
cover more substantive ground more credibly across the industries for which it bears primary enforcement 
responsibility.

VII.  THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE AGENCIES TO OTHER FEDERAL AUTHORITIES

Perhaps the most substantial basis for criticizing federal antitrust agency performance outside the merger context 
is the relatively modest impact that the FTC and DOJ have had on sister agencies throughout the federal 
government. #e role of other federal government entities as regulators and even as market participants can 
have a signi"cant impact on the competitive structure and performance of industries and participants. Although 
the federal agencies have traditionally attempted to assert the importance, even hegemony, of competition as a 
public policy value, the recent role of the agencies has been low-pro"le at best.

 #is does not re$ect the absence of opportunities from a competition policy perspective. In its capacity 
as the most important domestic customer of pharmaceuticals, health care services, rare earth minerals, and 
numerous high-technology defense industry products, the federal government would bene"t from continuing 
counsel from antitrust enforcers on how to ensure that their upstream suppliers continue to be cost-
competitive, innovative, and prevent bid-rigging among other ills.

 And in their capacity as industry regulators, numerous federal agencies would bene"t from continuing 
collaboration with federal antitrust regulators to ensure 
that their regulatory activities do not unnecessarily reduce 
competition. #at is especially true for agencies like the FDA 
and Department of Defense (“DOD”). But it is also true for 
governmental actors like the Federal Reserve, Securities and 

Exchange Commission (“SEC”), Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (“FDIC”), and Treasury. #e return of the 
DOJ to greater activism in the "nancial sector is welcome but long overdue.

 One reason for the reticence of federal antitrust agencies in acting more directly in regulated sectors 
may be the Supreme Court’s decision in Credit Suisse Sec. (USA) L.L.C. v. Billing.57  #ere, the Supreme Court 
arguably articulated a more expansive doctrine of implied antitrust immunity at the intersection of securities 
law and antitrust law. Justice Breyer identi"ed four factors that were crucial in determining whether implied 
antitrust immunity would apply to conduct:

1. the existence of regulatory authority to supervise the conduct at issue;

THUS, IMMUNITY COULD APPLY EVEN 
WHEN THERE IS NO ACTUAL OR DIRECT 

CONFLICT BETWEEN ANTITRUST AND 
OTHER REGULATORY LAW
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2. “evidence that the regulatory entities exercise that authority . . .”;

3. “a resulting risk” that if antitrust and other laws, “if both applicable, would produce con!icting 
guidance, requirements, duties, privileges, or standards of conduct . . .;” and 

4. whether the con!ict a"ects “practices that lie squarely within an area” of activity that the other body 
of law seeks to regulate.

 #us, immunity could apply even when there is no actual or direct con!ict between antitrust and 
other regulatory law. Indeed, in Billings itself, the challenged behavior also seemed to violate the securities 
laws.

 #is displacement of antitrust law and principles in circumstances where compliance with antitrust 
law would not undermine the spirit or letter of other federal regulation or law may have consequences that 
regulators at other agencies themselves may not welcome. Perhaps it is attributable to the skepticism that the 
Supreme Court has about private antitrust enforcement.58 

 Even in the shadow of Billing, the federal agencies may 
nevertheless continue to play an important role in preserving 
and expanding principles of competition in sectors regulated or 
dominated by the federal government as regulator or commercial 
actor. Outside of the intellectual property context, where the 
Supreme Court shares the knee-jerk hostility of antitrust agencies 
to the U.S. Patent and Trademark O$ce (“PTO”) and even 
Federal Circuit, the DOJ and FTC will have to continue an 
approach based on deep knowledge, mutual respect, and more frequent, material collaboration with sister 
agencies in activities within and outside the enforcement agencies.

 Fortunately, each of the agencies has experienced sta" familiar with the regulatory and commercial 
terrain of the industries also regulated by sister agencies. In fact, it is this experience and familiarity that are the 
strongest guarantee that each of the agencies would continue to enjoy and merit an independent existence as a 
federal antitrust enforcement agency. And although the relative specialization of each agency’s sta"s is arguably 
the result of historical accident, not institutional design, it is precisely the kind of incremental adaptation that 
has made the U.S. antitrust agencies so e"ective.

1 Partner, Ropes & Gray LLP, Washington, D.C. #e author was also Attorney-Advisor to FTC 
Chairman Robert Pitofsky from 1998 to 2000. #is article re!ects solely the views of the author, and does not 
re!ect the views of Ropes & Gray, its partners, or its clients.
2 For others, institutional design has been a hot topic for some time, and certainly not con%ned to 
academic circles. For leading discussions of institutional design in the U.S. context, see Daniel A. Crane, The 
Institutional Structure of Antitrust Enforcement (2011); William E. Kovacic & David A. 
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